
 

 Performing Art Campania – Municipality of Naples 

 

NAPLES FOLK STYLE 

II edition 

the ethno-gathering ideated by Mimmo Maglionico 

 

NAPLES FOLK STYLE is the title of the music gathering (ideated by the musician Mimmo 

Maglionico) dedicated to Campanian popular music which is part of the Caracciolo Seaside 

events. 

Wednesday July 25th and Thursday 26th (since 8.30 PM) there will be a huge event by 

Performing Art Campania which will be starring a great cast. 

As a rule of this popular festival, the Neapolitan seaside will welcome hundreds of musicians 

who -in two nights- will join experiences and peculiarities matured along their ultra-decennial 

experience of world stages and deliver a set list paying homage to our musical tradition and its 

various forms. An event that doesn’t limit itself to the tradition’s “consumption” but amplifies 

the profound reasons of that tradition through a creation of a “total” festival in which roles of 

the artists and public merge and fade. 

 

Magic drum of Alfio Antico, universally known among the best tammorras manufacturer-

player will open the concerts.  Later on there will be the performances by Marcello Colasurdo, 

the last viscerally popular voice from Vesuvio, PietrArsa of Mimmo Maglionico, one of the 

most active artists in the Neapolitan scene of World Music panorama; then the incredibly 

historically relevant Gruppo Operaio from Pomigliano d’Arco, ensemble which has been 

linking tradition and social involvement for 30 years now, writing songs like "Vesuvio" and "‘A 

flobert", which have entered the history of international ethnic music. The set list evolution 

will feature Patrizio Trampetti (one of the founders and absolute protagonists of Nuova 

Compagnia di Canto Popolare) and other artists: I solisti di Montemarano, La paranza di 

Peppino di Febbraio (from Giugliano), Carlo Faiello, Sara Tramma, il Trio Tarantae, 

Etnosisma. This year there will be also space to host music of rom and brasilian ensembles 

and artists with ‘O Rom and Batacoto. 

 

This event aims to form an intelligent, high-quality tourism allowing visitors to enjoy many 

different shows and giving them the "looking glass" to read a reality which risks to become 

opaque and incomprehensible. 

This will be a chance to gather people of every age and origin, Italian or foreign, who are 

swept by a representative show created by the music and the rythmic dances of the 

"tammorre" and by the vernacular choirs which are going to make tourists feel like authentic 

travelers. 
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